INTRODUCTION
A large number of human hereditary disorders are caused by expansions of simple repeat sequences. Such repeats include CAG repeats as in the polyglutamine (polyQ) diseases (Huntington's disease, and spinocerebellar ataxia types 1, 2 and 3, for example), CTG repeats in myotonic dystrophy type I, and CGG repeats in fragile X syndrome (GATCHEL and ZOGHBI 2005) . In the normal population, the respective repeat sequences are polymorphic in size, and are generally stable upon transmission to the next generation. However, longer repeats including ones in the high normal range show instability, with disease occurring when the repeats expand beyond select thresholds. In addition, the hyperinstability seen with expanded repeats from patients shows a strong tendency to further expand in the germ cells, resulting in the transmission of longer repeats to the progeny. This underlies the phenomenon of anticipation, whereby the disease becomes progressively earlier in onset in successive generations due to expansion of the repeat. Since longer repeats generally also cause more severe disease, repeat instability with expansion bias is among the most devastating aspects facing the patients and their families.
Germline-specific processes such as meiotic recombination and epigenetic reprogramming have been proposed to play roles in inducing repeat instability (DION et al. 2008; JANKOWSKI and NAG 2002; LIBBY et al. 2008) . In many repeat expansion diseases, germline instability shows gender-specific differences, suggesting that processes specific to male or female germ cell development may differentially affect repeat instability (MIRKIN and MIRKIN 2007; WHEELER et al. 2007 ). There is also 5 experimental evidence that DNA replication per se may be involved (MIRKIN and MIRKIN 2007) . During lagging-strand synthesis, unusual structures such as slipped strands may form, which may result in expansions or contractions in the next replication round. In addition, stalling of the replication fork could result in double-strand breaks (DSBs) or fork reversal, leading to repeat length alterations (MIRKIN and MIRKIN 2007) . DNA repair has also been implicated in repeat instability (PEARSON et al. 2005) . In line with this notion, loss of several DNA repair genes has been shown to significantly modulate repeat instability in various experimental systems (JUNG and BONINI 2007; KOVTUN and MCMURRAY 2008; MCMURRAY 2010; PEARSON et al. 2005; SAVOURET et al. 2003) .
Repeat instability has been modeled in various organisms including bacteria, yeast, transgenic mice and mammalian cell lines (KOVTUN and MCMURRAY 2008) . We developed a Drosophila model of repeat instability by targeting the expression of a 78 CAG repeat-containing SCA3 transgene (SCA3trQ78) to germ cells. Germline instability is significantly enhanced by expression of the repeat-bearing gene, with the range of expansions and contractions remarkably reminiscent of that seen in human SCA3 patients (JUNG and BONINI 2007; LIN and WILSON 2007; . As with the human disease, a ~3:1 bias for repeat expansions over contractions is observed.
Furthermore, genes involved in DNA repair (Mus201, an ortholog of human Rad/XPG) and the histone N-acetyltransferase (HAT) protein CBP (CREB-binding protein), modulate repeat instability in Drosophila (JUNG and BONINI 2007; LIN and WILSON 2007; LIN and WILSON 2009). 6 Drosophila is a powerful model for the discovery of mechanisms of human disease, due to a large range of genetic tools, short generation time and small genome with a high degree of evolutionary conservation with mammals (ADAMS and SEKELSKY 2002; BILEN and BONINI 2005; IIJIMA and IIJIMA-ANDO 2008) . Here we have developed and utilized a second transgenic fly model for repeat disease with a high rate of instability, to define additional mechanisms. We show that an expanded polyQ repeat may affect the stability of a non-coding repeat in trans, suggesting that a common mechanism may regulate the instability of repeats in both protein-coding and noncoding sequences, and that one expanded repeat can influence the stability of other expanded repeat sequences within the genome. A large scale genetic screen further identified a protein with a domain homologous to CNOT2 as a modifier of repeat instability in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly lines and husbandry:
Fly lines included UAS-SCA3trQ46 and UAS-SCA3trQ91 (JUNG and BONINI 2007) , UASeGFP, nos-GAL4, Act88F-GAL4, and standard balancer lines. The CAG repeats within the UAS-CAG 270 line are located in the 3' UTR of the DsRed reporter gene (LI et al. 2008) . UAS-CAG 270 flies were back-crossed to w 1118 for 5 generations in order to reduce genetic variation due to background. The deficiency lines used were for chromosome 2L (PARKS et al. 2004) . Standard Drosophila culture medium and conditions were used.
Crosses for determining trans effects of repeats: 
Crosses for the screen:
Two crossing schemes were used for the screen (see Figure 3 ). Scheme 1 was used initially; however, the collection of flies required a fluorescence microscope and proved labor intensive, so Scheme 2 was developed. In each scheme, in the final cross a total of 47 progeny flies were tested. The female bearing the parental repeat was also collected and analyzed, so that the repeat length of the parent for each individual cross was known. Of the 127 deficiency lines available for chromosome 2L, we were able to collect sufficient progeny from 109 crosses. 
Repeat amplification:
The CAG-repeat was amplified as follows. Primers used were (forward) 5'/56-FAM/AGG-TTC-CTT-CAC-AAA-GAT-CTT-C-3' and (reverse) 5'-CAA-CCT-GTT-CCT- 
Determination of CAG repeat size:
CAG repeat-containing amplicons were run on the ABI 3730 DNA sequencing machine (JUNG and BONINI 2007) . To better resolve long CAG repeats, the following modifications were made to the standard DNA fragment analysis procedure: CAG repeat amplicons were pre-incubated in formamide along with MapMarker1000 size standard (Bioventures, Inc) for 2h prior to analysis and the run temperature was raised to 70°C. The number of CAG repeats were determined using the Genescan TM program (Applied Biosystems) (JUNG and BONINI 2007) .
The CAG 270 amplicons gave rise to a group of ~16 peaks due to Taq polymerase stuttering during amplification. The highest peak position fluctuated among multiple repeat experiments of the same sample, while the position of the entire group was reproducible. Therefore, a reproducible criterion for repeat length was established based on the range of the 7th, 6th, and 5th highest peaks; by including detailed analysis of this range of peaks, we established a reproducible repeat length method which reduced the false positive rate (see Figure S1 ). Only if these three ranges consistently shifted from the parent was a repeat change scored. In rare cases when the repeat size of parents could not be resolved, we used the most frequently detected repeat size from the progeny set as the standard based on the results that the majority of repeats 10 transmitted from the parent are stable. With these improvements, we amplified and properly resolved CAG repeats from 80-95% of the flies from each cross.
Analysis of repeat length changes:
The crosses were analyzed for 1) the overall repeat instability, 2) the number of contractions, +1 expansions and large (>+1) expansions; and 3) the proportion of contractions, +1 expansions and large (>+1) expansions relative to the total number of events. The percentage of repeat changes for any one cross is defined as: number of flies with respective repeat changes divided by the total flies scored. For each of these criteria an estimated 95%-confidence interval was calculated on the basis of means of all crosses including the w 1118 controls (average +/-2*standard deviation). Deficiency lines with an average outside the 95%-confidence interval (estimated P-value < 0.05) for any of these analyses were considered lines with potential modification of repeat instability. In addition, lines that showed trends were selected for more detailed analysis. For the selected lines, 2 more crosses were analyzed to validate the phenotype. Two-tailed unpaired T-tests (Excel, Microsoft) and Dunnett's post hoc test (Prism) were used to assess significance. Based on this analysis, we defined three deficiency regions of greater interest: Exel6016, Exel6041, and Exel8034.
Defining genes within deficiencies:
Available double-stranded (dsRNA) lines for selective knock-down of genes within deficiency Exel8034, and for select genes of special interest within deficiencies Exel6016 and Exel6041 (putative HATs (CG9486, CG10414), tos, and CG10336), were 11 obtained from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC) (DIETZL et al. 2007 ). These lines were crossed in a scheme similar to that of Figure 
RESULTS
CAG repeat instability is modulated by germline expression in cis and by expanded toxic polyQ proteins in trans:
Previous data suggest that instability of non-coding trinucleotide repeats may be driven by some of the same mechanisms that are responsible for polyQ-encoding CAG repeat instability (JUNG and BONINI 2007; SAVOURET et al. 2003) . To further test this hypothesis,
we developed a new model for instability with a CAG repeat in the 3'UTR of the transgene, in contrast to a previous polyglutamine-encoding repeat model (KOVTUN and MCMURRAY 2008)( Figure 1A ). To perform analysis of the repeat instability, we examined the length of the repeats in progeny from flies that either express the transgene in the germline or do not express a GAL4 driver line; thus we are assessing intergenerational germline instability. Interestingly, we observed a substantial level of CAG repeat instability (~14% per transmission, assessing instability in ~50 progeny per transmission, repeating the experiments 6-8 times independently) even without a GAL4 driver line for germline expression of the transgene, indicating long trinucleotide repeats are problematic to cellular machinery and are prone to instability, possibly during replication. Of those changes, ~73% were +1 expansions. Upon expression of the repeats in the female germ cells using nos-GAL4, we observed a significantly increased total repeat instability (~35%, P=0.017). Interestingly, the rate of +1 repeat expansions remained relatively unchanged (~10% without GAL4 vs. ~13% with nos-GAL4), while the rate of repeat contractions (~1% vs. ~9%, P=0.021) and +2 or longer repeat expansions (~3% vs. ~13%, P=0.028) were significantly increased upon transcription of the transgene with a driver GAL4 line ( Figure 1B ). repeat with a protein bearing a short polyQ repeat (SCA3trQ46) gave rise to similar results in both total repeat instability and types of repeat changes. Co-expression with a 14 longer and more toxic polyQ repeat (SCA3trQ91) did not alter the total rate of noncoding CAG repeat instability significantly (~28% vs ~29%). However, the rate of +1
repeat expansions dramatically increased to ~20% (P=0.03), while the repeat contraction rate dropped from ~13% to less than ~4% (P=0.02). Analysis of the relative abundance, or repeat change bias, indicated that the likelihood of observing a +1 repeat expansion per every incidence of repeat size change increased from ~36% (eGFP coexpression) to ~68% (SCA3trQ91 co-expression; P=0.005). The rate of larger expansions remained the same. These data indicate that the long polyQ protein enhanced instability of the non-coding CAG 270 repeat in trans, in a manner reminiscent of the effect of partial loss of CBP activity on instability of polyQ-coding CAG repeats (see (JUNG and BONINI 2007) ).
A deficiency screen for modifiers of instability:
The above data indicated that an expanded repeat within the genome can have an effect on the instability of other repeats. In the course of these studies, we noted that the relatively high rate of repeat instability observed in a single generation with the noncoding CAG 270 repeat construct (25-35%) made this fly model suitable for a genomewide screen for modifiers of repeat instability. To perform a screen, we used a deficiency chromosome collection originally generated by Exelixis [20] , and focused on chromosome arm 2L. Such a deficiency set allows large genomic regions to be assessed for effects upon 50% reduction in level, with a limited number of crosses;
despite the greater degree of instability seen with the CAG 270 transgene, the approach was still considerably time consuming requiring individual crosses and assessment of 15 repeat lengths in a 96-well plate of flies. Thus, a screen using deficiencies was a practical option to define novel modifiers and mechanisms of instability. The Exelixis deficiency set has the added advantage of a homogeneous genetic background, greatly reducing variability in the data due to disparate fly backgrounds. Each deficiency chromosome contains on average a ~140 kb deletion, and so we followed up with the use of dsRNA lines to target individual genes within deficiency regions of interest.
The non-coding CAG 270 repeat is located in the 3' untranslated region of a DsRed coding sequence (LI et al. 2008) . We initially selected for CAG repeat-carrying flies by simply scoring for DsRed expression under a fluorescence dissecting microscope ( Figure 3A) . We later developed an approach for identifying CAG repeat-carrying flies by selecting against visible markers ( Figure 3B ). We used both approaches to scan chromosome arm 2L with similar results. Five crosses for each deficiency line were set up by mating individual female flies with 3 male flies, and two crosses were analyzed for each deficiency line initially.
All parameters of repeat instability were scored: the rate of total repeat instability, as well as the number of contractions and expansions, the latter of which were divided into +1 expansions and larger expansions (Figure 4) . The overall rate of repeat instability was 15-25%, with varying proportions of contractions and expansions. Most repeat size changes involved a small number of repeats, with +1 repeat expansions observed most frequently. Repeat changes of ±10 repeats were found in crosses of 43 deficiency lines, with 8 of them displaying two or more such events. In particular, crosses with the 16 Exel7078 had at least one progeny with long repeat changes from all four crosses examined. The largest repeat expansion was +43 repeats, while the biggest contraction involved a 156 repeat shrinkage. Overall, long repeat shrinkages were three times more common than long repeat expansions.
To identify potential modifiers of repeat instability, we calculated a 95% confidence interval on the basis of controls, and selected lines with averages outside this interval for further focus. Based on this criterion, we did not find any lines with a lower or higher rate of total repeat instability. However, examination of individual parameters of repeat instability identified 11 lines with a change in an absolute or relative number of contractions: Exel8034, Exel8041, Exel7078, Exel9043, Exel6021; +1 expansions:
Exel6041, Exel8005) and >+1 expansions: Exel8012, Exel6016, Exel7023, Exel6027.
Six other lines (Exel6005, Exel6256, Exel7006, Exel7015, Exel7022, Exel8033) showed positive trends indicating that analysis of additional crosses was warranted (Figure 4 , see Figure S2 and Table S1 ). For these potentially interesting deficiencies, additional crosses were analyzed. Statistically significant differences from the averages of all crosses for the following deficiency lines were found: Exel8034, where +1 expansions were reduced; Exel6041, where +1 expansions were enhanced; and Exel6016, where large expansions were increased ( Figure 5 ).
Detailed analysis of select deficiency lines:
In order to identify specific genes responsible for the modifier effect within the deficiencies of interest, we employed dsRNA lines targeting genes deleted within these 17 deficiencies. 14 genes in 175 kb are deleted in Exel8034. Four genes have a predicted role in the regulation of gene transcription, two others in protein translation or protein degradation, and the functions of the remaining 8 are unknown (Table 1) . Exel6041 has a 160 kb deletion removing 27 genes, and Exel6016 has a 158 kb deletion removing 18
genes. The functions of the genes in both of these deficiencies range from ion transport, cytoskeletal organization and protein modifications to regulation of transcription and DNA repair (Table 1 ). In the two latter regions, of special interest were CG9486 and CG10414, which might function as histone N-acetyl transferases (HATs). Like the HAT CBP, a known modifier of repeat instability (JUNG and BONINI 2007) , they may influence the stability of repeats. In addition, genes CG10336 (TWEEDIE et al. 2009 ) and CG10387
(tosca) (DIGILIO et al. 1996) have been implicated in DNA repair, a process thought to contribute to repeat instability.
The deficiency screen tested 50% loss of gene expression. Based on the assumption that a greater loss of gene expression might result in a stronger effect, we co-expressed Dcr-2 with the dsRNA constructs to enhance the loss of function (see methods, (DIETZL et al. 2007) ). We used essentially the same cross scheme as the Scheme 1 in Figure   3A by crossing individual female flies expressing Dcr-2, CAG 270 and a dsRNA construct in the germ line with 3-5 male Act88F-GAL4 flies. Progeny flies positive for the repeat were selected and the repeat size was compared with the parental repeat. Samples with significant changes (p<0.05) after examining the progeny from 2 crosses were further tested with progeny of up to four more crosses.
We tested 13 dsRNA lines targeting genes within the deficiency region of line Exel8034, as well as several dsRNA lines to genes of interest with the other deficiencies (see Table S2 ). Loss of several genes (CG15260, CG11861, and CG10336) showed trends, with selective loss of CG15262 within Exel8034 causing a significant (p<0.05) effectand selective decrease in the rate of +2 or longer repeat expansions (p=0.02; Figure 6 ).
Knock-down of CG15262 had no effect on the expression of the transgene (see Figure   S3 ) 
DISCUSSION
We present a Drosophila model of trinucleotide repeat instability using a long noncoding CAG repeat. An advantage of this system is the enhanced instability observed after a single generation compared to a previous model (JUNG and BONINI 2007 
Instability of non-coding repeats and trans interactions due to the polyQ protein:
Many human diseases are caused by the expansion of small repeat sequences within genes, including myotonic dystrophy, fragile X syndrome, as well as the class of diseases known as the polyQ diseases, like Huntington's disease (GATCHEL and ZOGHBI 2005) . Our studies have focused on instability of CAG repeat sequences. Unlike previous studies with a shorter repeat size (SCA3trQ78), the current studies employed ~270 CAG repeats (UAS-CAG 270 ). With the longer repeat, we observed a significant level of intergenerational repeat instability even in the absence of added gene expression (see Figure 1 ) (LI et al. 2008) . This basal level instability showed primarily +1 repeat expansions, consistent with the 'replication slippage' model (KOVTUN and MCMURRAY 2008) . When the CAG repeat was then expressed in germ cells, there was a significant increase in the overall rate of repeat instability, similar to previous findings (JUNG and BONINI 2007; LIN and WILSON 2007) . Interestingly, however, when each subtype of repeat change was examined, no significant changes in +1 expansions were observed; rather, the frequency of contractions and +2 or longer expansions increased.
This suggests that expression of the transgene may not significantly affect replication slippage in cells, but instead it may enhance instability through alternate processes.
These data are in agreement with previous studies suggesting that transcription-20 coupled nucleotide excision repair (TC-NER) may enhance repeat instability. It is also possible that the TC-NER process can physically or functionally interact with replication machinery and thereby lead to repeat instability ).
Previous findings indicate that inhibition of CBP/HAT activities by expanded polyQ protein enhances repeat instability (JUNG and BONINI 2007) . Given this, we hypothesized that the effect of highly expanded polyQ protein on DNA repair or replication proteins should influence repeat instability of UAS-CAG 270 in trans. Indeed, this study showed a significant increase in +1 repeat expansions when the highly toxic SCA3trQ91 was coexpressed (see Figure 2 ). These data further support the hypothesis that polyQ protein toxicity enhances repeat instability (JUNG and BONINI 2007) . Surprisingly, however, we did not observe an outright increase in the overall rate of total repeat instability, as seen with genetic reduction of CBP activity (JUNG and BONINI 2007) . Rather expanded polyQ protein expression may favor a process that drives +1 repeat expansions of non-coding CAG repeats at the expense of repeat contractions. Although a repeat change of +1 may seem small in the context of the fly with its short lifespan, this may translate into a greater change in the context of humans. Humans show both germline instability as well as somatic instability (MCMURRAY 2010); instability may become worse with age or accumulate. We have occasionally (rate of ~0.1%) seen evidence of somatic instability in flies, when a progeny fly is assessed for repeat length and two significant lengths are apparent, despite the fact that the fly should bear only a single repeat. As the peaks are typically of equal size, this may reflect early somatic mosaicism.
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In addition to histones (DOWNS 2008 ; VAN ATTIKUM and GASSER 2009) , HAT proteins such as CBP and p300 are known to directly acetylate several DNA repair proteins or function as transcriptional coactivators (BHAKAT et al. 2006; PAO et al. 2000; SMOLIK and JONES 2007; STAUFFER et al. 2007; TINI et al. 2002) . Interestingly, flap structure-specific endonuclease 1 (FEN1) haplo-insufficiency in a Huntington's disease (HD) model of CAG120 repeats resulted in a similar pattern of intergenerational repeat size changes: a reduction in deletions and an increase in small repeat expansions (SPIRO and MCMURRAY 2003) . Acetylation of FEN-1 by p300 leads to reduced endonuclease activity in human cells (HASAN et al. 2001) . FEN-1 acetylation may modulate its activity (FRIEDRICH-HEINEKEN et al. 2005) , which may in turn affect the function in DNA processivity, and thereby impact repeat instability. While the exact mechanisms by which polyQ protein enhances repeat instability remain to be fully elucidated, that several DNA repair and replication related proteins implicated in instability are regulated either by CBP or related HAT proteins makes this an interesting area of future research (ENTEZAM and USDIN 2008; KOVTUN and MCMURRAY 2008; SPIRO and MCMURRAY 2003; YANG and FREUDENREICH 2007) .
A screen for modifiers of repeat instability:
Although candidate genes or pathway-based approaches to probe mechanisms of repeat instability have been productive, unbiased genetic screens are instrumental in advancing our understanding of many processes including human disease (ADAMS and SEKELSKY 2002; BILEN and BONINI 2005; IIJIMA and IIJIMA-ANDO 2008; LESSING and BONINI 2009) . Whereas novel modifiers of repeat instability have been identified using 22 yeast (BHATTACHARYYA et al. 2002) , no such screen has been reported in a multicellular model organism. By combining a set of deficiency lines (PARKS et al. 2004 ) with dsRNA stocks (DIETZL et al. 2007) , we screened the effect of 50% loss of about 2000 genes in a time and cost-effective manner. We note that although the screen was possible, it was still labor intensive. Future efforts directed toward the genetic engineering of constructs that would allow more efficient screens would be of benefit. Importantly, however, these and earlier studies establish that Drosophila does display many complex aspects of repeat instability making it an appropriate and important model system for investigating this process.
Of the 109 deficiency lines tested, three lines, Exel6016, Exel6041, Exel8034 had consistent effects on repeat instability. Because different aspects of repeat instability could be under independent genetic control, we analyzed repeat contractions, +1 repeat expansions and +2 or greater repeat expansions. Interestingly, the three modifier lines all showed different effects, reinforcing the hypothesis that multiple pathways or genes with different specificity may be involved in repeat instability. A similar complexity in repeat instability has been suggested in mammalian systems (DRAGILEVA et al. 2009) .
Among 109 deficiency lines tested, Exel7078 was the only one that showed repeat change events of ±10 repeats (-31, -22, -17, +13 ) from all crosses examined. In patients, long non-coding trinucleotide repeats often result in massive repeat size changes in intergenerational transmissions, contrary to polyQ coding repeats (BROUWER et al. 2009 ). The molecular mechanisms responsible for such large repeat changes, 23 which can sometimes add or delete more than hundreds of repeats in a single generation, is poorly understood. Very long expansions of polyQ-coding CAG repeats may also occur in the germ line, but due to the expected extreme toxicity of such polyQ proteins, these repeats may not be successfully transmitted to next generation. Under such an hypothesis, the polyQ toxicity may be dictating the upper limit of expandability, not the lack of specific molecular mechanisms necessary for long repeat expansion. On the other hand, it is possible that very long repeat changes seen with non-coding trinucleotide repeats may be due to specific molecular mechanisms yet to be identified.
While we observed a 2:1 expansion bias on average from the deficiency crosses, when only the ±10 repeat expansions or contractions are assessed, we saw the opposite trend with large repeat contractions being more prevalent (3:1). It is not clear whether this is due to the limitation of the technique (PCR and capillary DNA sequencing machine-based repeat size determination) or a genuine biological phenomenon.
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) based systems lack the ability to resolve small differences in repeat size, but have been successfully used to demonstrate long repeat expansions involving up to hundreds of repeat expansions (KENNEDY and SHELBOURNE 2000) . It will be important to combine a PAGE-based method with a multigeneration cross scheme to address this issue.
A protein with homology to CNOT2 modulates repeat instability:
The dsRNA-based system used to pinpoint a specific gene responsible for the effect of the Exel8034 deficiency on instability, did not identify a gene that precisely recapitulated 24 the effect of the deletion: the deletion caused a reduction in +1 expansions, whereas knockdown of the CG15262 gene caused reduction in expansions greater than +1.
There are a number of possible explanations for this discrepancy. For example, the effect of the deficiency may reflect the collective results of loss of multiple genes from the region. Alternatively, the effect of the gene on repeat instability may be sensitive to gene dosage, such that loss of one copy of the gene versus more severe knock-down by RNAi could produce different outcomes (DIETZL et al. 2007 ).
The dsRNA-based secondary screen of the genes in Exel8034 led to the identification of CG15262 as a modifier of repeat instability. Loss of this gene results in a significantly lower proportion of +2 and greater expansions, whereas the number of contractions and +1 expansions were relatively unaffected. Interestingly, CG15262 has homology to mammalian CNOT2, a component of the CCR4-Not complex, which has not been previously implicated in repeat instability. In yeast, the complex consists of Ccr4, Caf1, Caf40, Caf130 and Not1-5, and the components are conserved in fruit flies and mammals (KENNEDY and SHELBOURNE 2000; TEMME et al. 2004) . Originally, the complex was identified as a transcriptional regulator in yeast (LIU et al. 1998) , but subsequently, the complex has been implicated in diverse processes such as transcriptional elongation (DENIS et al. 2001) , mRNA degradation, protein degradation (COLLART 2003) , and apoptosis (SHI and NELSON 2005) .
The CCR4-Not complex may also be involved in the response to DNA repair in yeast (DESHPANDE et al. 2009; MULDER et al. 2005; WESTMORELAND et al. 2004 Owing to its medical significance and biological novelty, mechanisms of trinucleotide repeat instability have been intensely studied using systems ranging from bacteria to patients. Despite this, our understanding of the process remains limited. As in so many other processes, Drosophila is likely to provide an important tool to further our understanding in the mechanisms of repeat instability, whether in more targeted candidate-gene based approaches or in unbiased genetic screens. A. Difference in toxicity between SCA3trQ46 and SCA3trQ91. 1d flies expressing SCA3trQ27, Q46, or Q91 in the eye (w;gmr-GAL4/+;UAS-SCA3trQ27/Q46/Q91/+) were embedded in paraffin and sectioned to determine the degree of retinal degeneration (reverse grayscale autofluorescent images). Flies expressing SCA3trQ46 showed minimal degeneration and were similar to flies expressing normal length SCA3trQ27.
Flies expressing SCA3trQ91 had extensive degeneration. SCA3trQ46 and SCA3trQ91
were derived from the same SCA3trQ78 line; SCA3trQ27 is an independent insertion.
B. The length of non-coding CAG repeats in progeny were determined from flies also expressing a control transgene (eGFP), a shorter SCA3 polyQ repeat (SCA3trQ46) or a longer SCA3 polyQ repeat (SCA3trQ91 There were three potentially different genetic backgrounds, which did not differ significantly in their repeat instability and are aligned on the left. Asterisks highlight the crosses with deficiency lines (Exel6016, Exel8034, Exel6041) with statistically significant changes after examination of 5+ individual crosses, and that were the subject of further analysis. Data from RNAi crosses, targeted to genes within the deficiency region of Exel8034.
CG31732, just outside the gene region of Exel8034, was included as a random gene control.
A. Comparison of the rates of repeat instability in the three categories revealed that repeat expansions >+1 were significantly more rare when CG15262 was targeted with a dsRNA construct.
B. Relative abundance of repeat expansions >+1 was significantly lower when CG15262 was knocked-down. Asterisks indicate percentages significantly different from the average of all deficiency lines (*, P<0.05, **, P<0.01, Unpaired t-tests, two tailed).
